
It’s not like I go out every night pissing my wages up the wall or squishing people 
into corners and glaring at them right up close, it’s more like I just took my dog 

for a walk and ended up in your pub and it looked a bit odd and we like a bit of an 
odd pub, so we came in for a drink, me and the dog (who can, I have to say, be a 

bit aggrrrrieving) (and sometimes even a bit aggrrrrrrressive) but he’s a handsome 
sod and the size of him a bit of a talking point, so I take him with me and that way 
I get to have a chat with people who come to talk (to him first obviously, that’s how 
it goes with dogs and strangers) (for example have you ever seen how successful a 

single guy with a baby is at lining up his next squeeze) (not saying that dogs are the 
same as babies) talking of squeezes it was when I went to the loo and had to ask that 
bloke with the hat at the bar to watch the dog – well obviously that means hold the 
bloody lead and don’t let him go after the bar snacks – you’d think an infant would 
get that that was the deal, wouldn’t you? With me holding onto my trousers in a bit 

of a hurry – but anyway – you get what you pay for and I’d put my 10p in the pisspot 
on the bar and the dog was with the hat bloke (or so I thought) and then I was just 
in the cubbyhole letting go of the day’s tea and coffee rations and the next thing is 
there’s this almighty row on the other side of the door and it sounds like the dog is 
having a bit of a go so I’m having to shove everything back in speedy fashion and 

when I poked my head in the pub there’s seven sorts of shit flying around – I couldn’t 
see what was at the epicentre of the episode but I guessed it was egrrrrrrregious and 

whistled the dog to get us out of there pretty damn quick – only thing was, I whistled 
the dog and he didn’t come – couldn’t see him anywhere under all those arms and 

legs and raincoats (did I say it was raining?) (well it was) and hat bloke was nowhere 
to be seen either – so I don’t know what the wrangle was all about but I do know that 

whoever was in there pushing and thumping and squalling about in front of your 
bar, my dog was not and neither was the nit in the hat supposed to be looking after 
him – so what I want to say is – where’s my bloody dog? What’s your pub – some 

sort of bloody Narnia with a wardrobe out the back? Send him home before his pills 
wear off, you’ve got about an hour. I didn’t even have time for a drink.


